Target tracking using Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is an interesting and important application. In this paper, we propose an energy-efficient distributed sensor activation protocol based on predicted location technique, called Intelligent Distributed Sensor Activation Algorithm (IDSA). The proposed algorithm predicts the location of target in the next time interval, by analyzing current location and movement history of the target. This prediction is done by a computational intelligence based method. The fewest essential number of sensor nodes within the predicted location are activated for covering the target. The experimental results confirm that our method work like to the existing methods such as Naïve and DSA in terms of energy consumption and the number of nodes that was involved in tracking the target.
I. Introduction
Target tracking using WSN is an ongoing challenge for researchers. WSNs typically consist of a large number of nodes each of which is equipped with a sensor, an embedded processor, a receiver and a sender for transferring information within the network [2] [3][4] [5] . WSNs are being used increasingly in applications such as for surveillance and environmental monitoring, smart homes, smart meeting rooms and Tele presence systems. Target tracking is a particularly important component for environmental application. The aim of target tracking is to cover one or more mobile targets in environment. These networks, have some constraints that must be considered.
Generally, the sensors in WSNs are randomly and wirelessly scattered in highways and grasslands and forests, cities and oceans this means they can't have any external resources and need to run on batteries, therefore energy is the main constraint in WSN. Target tracking using WSN has recently attracted a lot of interest in the research community due to their wide range of applications. The target tracking system in WSNs includes three phases [6-7-8] :
(1) Target detection. (2) Target localization. (3) Prediction. Sensors are activated according to the prediction phase. If the forecast is inaccurate, some of these sensors are activated, mistakenly. This mistakes lead to more energy consumption. That implies a better prediction model can significantly reduce energy consumption.
Clearly, increasing the active sensor around the target leads to the improvement of tracking accuracy. If more tracking nodes are involved, the more energy consumption is produced. Thus, in each time interval the main challenge is to select a set of sensors to track and monitor the target. The purpose of this paper is proposing an efficient target tracking method based on Computational Intelligence (CI) using WSN
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in respect to both accuracy of tracking and energy consumption. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Target Tracking methods are presented in section II, Tracking System is described in section III. Proposed method and IDSA algorithm are presented in section IV and V, respectively. And finally, sections VI, VII are about the simulation results and conclusions of this paper.
II.
Related Works Some surveys can be found in [8] [9] [10] [11] about target tracking methods. Target tracking methods can be divided into several categories. Covering an unknown target when entering in environment using the WSN is the objective of this problem. Deploying all sensors regularly and keeping active all of them as long as the target is within the environment is the simplest solution for this problem. The performance of this solution is very much bad, especially in energy consumption. Through the performing tracking operation periodically, the trajectory of the objects can be detect. Sensing nodes that detect the target(s) are supposed to send reports towards the monitoring application. A small number of nodes around the target only need to be active during each period. Consequently the energy spent is minimized and consequently the network lifetime is maximized. [8] Target tracking can be classified according to four different aspects: 1. Number of the objects. 2. Type of the objects. 3. Implementation methods. 4. Network topology. Figure 1 shows the target tracking methods in different point of views. Types of target can be divided into two categories: Discrete and Continuous. Discrete target changes its location in each time interval and moves from a point to another, such as animal, human or car. But continuous target mentions a phenomenon such as fire, blob of oil [12] [13] .
Object type

Tracking methods
Based on the implementation methods, Target tracking methods can be divided into five main classes: 1) Tree based [14-15-16-17] 2) Cluster based [19-20-21-22-23] 3) Prediction based [29-30-31-32-33-34-36-37] 4) Mobicast. 5) Activation based [24-25-26-27-28] Since all these methods need to estimate the next movement of target, these algorithms combine with a prediction procedure, this combination leads to improve the tracking rate and saving energy. A brief overview of target tracking methods is provided in Table  1 . The last filed shows that the proposed method of which paper is implemented and which one is simulated.
Number of targets
Considering the number of targets, target tracking algorithms are classified in two groups: -Single Target -Multi target tracking The network traffic of multi target tracking case is more than single target tracking one. Consequently, the routing problem, energy conservation technique and etc. for multi target cases is also more complex.
II.
Tracking System Description
We assume that there is one target in the two dimensional area, and the sensors can be selflocalized and self-organized like FISICO [38] , and they can communicate with each other. It is also assumed that the time synchronization has been achieved, and the sensing ranges for all the sensors are the same.
1) Sensing and Communication Models.
In this paper, we assume that the sensors' have binary detection behaviors. In other words, the sensor just can detect the target when it comes within sensing range of sensor. The Field of View of each sensor is a disk with Rs radius. Formally, the sensing model is as follows:
Where [26, 27] Duty-cycled Activation (DA) [28] Prediction-Based Methods***
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Prediction-based tracking technique using sequential pattern (PTSP) [33] S Exponential distributed predictive tracking (EDPT) [34] Distributed Incremental Gene Expression Programming (DI-GEP) [35] Target tracking using ant colony optimization [36] Target tracking using Neural Networks(NN) [37, 41, 42, 43] S Figure 3 . Activation model sensing model and always the scope of communication is larger than sensing. This model is shown in Figure 3 , where Rs and Rc are sensing and communication range, respectively. We assume that if each target be in sensing scope's sensor, the sensor can detect it. When target is seen by a number of sensors, the location of target is estimated. For estimation, centroid localization method [39] is used in this paper. Consequently, location of moving target can be estimated by the following formula:
Where ( , ) is the coordinate of i'th sensor and k is the number of activated sensors around the target. The estimated coordinate of the target would be ( , ).
2) Working sensor models
We assume all sensors operate in three modes: (1) sleeping, (2) communicating and (3) tracking modes
Tracking mode:
In this mode, the nodes can sense, receive and send messages; the CPU of node is active and can process the Packets. The nodes will turn to sleeping status until the timer sleeps them. Also a radio-trigger can turn sensor into sleep mode.
Sleeping:
In this case, all modules of nodes are deactivate. The nodes will turn to sensing status until the timer or the radio-trigger awakes them.
Communicating:
In tracking and communication mode the CPU, receiving and transmitting modules are on, but in tracking mode, sensing module is only on. 
III. Proposed method 1) Idea
When a moving target enters into area, a set of sleeping sensors around it should turn to tracking mode. Selecting of an optimum set of tracking sensors is the main challenge. Optimum means the selected set must satisfy two below conditions: 1. Size of set be minimum.
2. The target be in scope's sensors of this set . In other words, the target should be covered with at least number of sensors around it. Clearly, increasing the size of set leads to tracking accuracy improvement. On the other hand, increasing the size of set is associated with increasing the sensors involved in tracking and energy consumption. So, it is very important to achieve a tradeoff between energy consumption and accuracy.
The entrance location of the target is unknown. Consequently for detecting the entrance location of target, all border sensors set to be in tracking modes. When the target comes into the area, the borders sensors that detect it, send the coordinate of target to sink as a message and broadcast a "wake" message to neighboring sensors (k-hope). This procedure is done for few seconds. We call this procedure "brute force tracking". This activation sensors method is not optimum, we just use it for few seconds. By selecting the value of k enough large, the location of target will be reported to sink node with a high reliability. Now, Sink node extracts the motion model of target using information that is achieved by brute force tracking. This motion model as a message broadcasts to all non-sleeping sensors in network. So after the first tracking seconds, at any moment, the set of sensors in tracking mode can predict the next movement of target using motion model. Hence, sensors in tracking modes send "awake" messages to neighboring sensors in their communication range that can cover the next location of target. The nodes that receive this message will turn to tracking mode. We call this procedure "intelligent tracking".
The intelligent distributed sensor activation is shown in Figure 3 . Target is detected by S1. S1 predicts the next location of target and sends a message to turn S2 to tracking mode. S2, S3, S4 can cover the next location of target. As the S3 and S4 are not in communication range of S1, the message of S1 did not received to them and they have remained in sleeping mode. Based on the presented description, IDSA has two distinct phases: 1-Bruteforce tracking. 2-Intelligent tracking. The Brute force tracking is very simple and are done for just few first moments of tracking. More details of intelligent tracking are explained in next paragraph.
2) Intelligent tracking:
As mentioned in previous section, a learning agent is embedded in the sink node. The processing power and energy of nodes are very limit so, the learning phase is done in the sink node, and then the learned parameters are broadcasted to WSN nodes. After few seconds of intelligent tracking, the tracking accuracy may gradually decrease. Also, gradually (or suddenly) changing in motion model of target is possible. As the learned parameters is on the based first motion model of target, tracking uses previous parameters leading to decrease in accuracy. To overcome this problem, in the sink node, a repetitive learning procedure based on recent movements of target is done, and the new prediction parameters are broadcasted to the network and nodes are updated. For being more efficient and conserving in energy, the learning procedure is done if the prediction error be more than a predetermined threshold. The Equation (2) is related to calculating the error.
Where Nm is the tracking cycle which are done with current parameter. ( , ) and ( ̅ , ̅ ) are the predicted and detected locations of target by the network. In other words, if formula (2) is satisfied, the trajectory mining must be done again. Our algorithm is robust against target velocity change. We will show this advantage of our method. See Figure 4 .
The minimum and maximum distance between target in t'th second and (t+1)'th is shown with Min(D(T(t)), T(t+1)) and Max(D(T(t)), T(t+1)). So the minimum and maximum velocity of target is
Min(D(T(t)),T(t+1)) meters 1 and
Max(D(T(t)),T(t+1)) meters
1
, respectively. Where D and T(t) indicate Euclidean distance and coordinate of target in t th second, respectively. In other words, the target velocity must satisfy both following conditions:
Min(D(T(t)), T(t + 1)) meters 1 ≤ Max(D(T(t)), T(t + 1)) meters 1 ≥
From the figure 4:
Min (D(T(t)), T(t + 1)) =0
Max (D(T(t)), T(t + 1)) = (R c + R s )
In summary, the target velocity of target should satisfy follow formula:
≤ ≤ (R c + R s )
Where , Rc and Rs are velocity of target, communication range and sensing range, respectively.
IV.
The IDSA method In spite of this fact that learning method runs in the Sink, the sensors activation algorithm is done via the other sensors. So, the proposed IDSA method is a distributed algorithm. Generally, the sensors are switched between tracking and sleeping mode in each cycle of tracking. The summary of algorithm is shown in Figure 4 .
In any cycle (every cycle equals one second) of tracking procedure the tracking sensors that are awaken in previous cycle, turn to sleeping mode. As mentioned previously, after few seconds that the sink node is learned, the network will use this experience. In fact, the sink node does a trajectory mining, this work is done by using a Multi-Layer Perception neural network (MLP). To predict the next location of the target, After the MLP is learned, its weights will be broadcasted to the tracking nodes. The nodes can compute the next location of the target; the complexity of this computation is very low. (Generally, unlike the training phase, test phase in NN has a very low complexity) 
VII-Trajectory prediction method:
As mentioned previous, every sensor covering the target, informs the location of the target to the sink node. After T seconds the sink has the history of target movements in [0-T] interval. This history is used to learn a MLP; therefore, the next Z movements of the target are predicted using MLP from T+1 to T+Z seconds. Using this method, the sink knows the location of the target in (T+Z)th second in T'th second. When the MLP is learned it's weights broadcast to the network. Until the prediction error is less than a certain threshold, these weights are used for prediction the next location of target. So for predicting, there are two public vectors in WSN, 1-Previous movements target. 2-Weights of NN calculated in sink node. 
II.
Simulation Results
Sensor Networks Setting:
In this section, we present the simulation results of IDSA on a 200meter × 200 meter with sensors randomly deployed for evaluating IDSA. The simulations are done with Matlab. To evaluate the performance of IDSA, several experiments have been conducted and the results are compared with the results obtained for DSA [26] and Naive [24] . The main aspects of tracking methods that focusing these experiments are: Energy consumption: Energy has an important role in WSN. The energy consumption is closely related to the number of tracking, communication and sleeping sensors. In other words, decreasing the sensors involved in tracking is lead to energy conservation. So we compare these parameters between algorithms.
Tracking Rate:
Suppose a target is moving in a trajectory on an area for N seconds, so the tracking procedure runs N cycles, the number of successful tracking cycles divided by N, is called tracking rate.
Non Overlapping Tracking:
Because the sensors are scattered randomly in the environment, commonly, some sensors do not overlapping with any sensors, non-overlapping leads to the decreasing in coverage percentage. So tracking in this condition is very important. We examine our approach with different percentage coverage.
We run all experiments 10 times and its average is shown as results. The Rc and Rs are chosen 12 and 6, respectively. The movement velocity can be chosen as Vt ∈ [0, Vmax] with no limit on acceleration we assume the Vmax= (Rc+Rs) =18. The NN parameters are set as follows: Number of hidden layers: 3 Number of nodes in every layer: 3
Learning Time: 4 seconds.
The tracking result of IDSA is shown in figure 6 . 
Experiment 1-number of nodes involved in tracking:
In this experiment the sensors are scattered in the area, randomly. When a target enters the area, activation method is done. We run the test with 250 sensor nodes, and we increase the number of sensors from 500 to 3000. These experiments are done for a target that follows from Manhattan motion model for 400 seconds.
The relation between the total number of deployed nodes and the total number of participating nodes in our proposed approach and DSA approach are shown in Figure 7 . In this figure, the result of every experiment is shown using a bar chart. For example, as shown in the chart, when the number of scattered sensors be 1500, the total number of sensors that participate in tracking using DSA and IDSA are 4046 and 1562, respectively. As understood from the figure, we can find out that the total number of participating sensor nodes in our approach are less than the DSA approach. Thus, this implies our approach can reduce the energy consumption and prolong the lifetime of the network. The reason for this difference is that our algorithm is more intelligent than other methods. Always the sensors around old positions of target remain active with a probability, but in IDSA, Only the sensors that are around current location of target are active.
Experiment 2-Number of Calling NN in tracking procedure
Based on our Experiments and [40] , the NN are very efficient. Since NN algorithm needs a high processor power and memory capacity in training phase, so it should be done in sink nodes. This restriction causes that we use centralized approaches. This approach increases the communication overhead in the network while gathering the data on a central node for processing, it is interesting to note that NNs, has been rarely applied to WSNs [40] . To use NNs efficiently, an non central method (IDSA) is proposed in this paper, based on this approach, when the error of prediction path of target is more than a threshold, the NN is learned again in sink node, and the new weights of NN broadcast within the network. Since, each learning and broadcasting the weights of NN (Calling NN) consume energy, if the number of calling NN is too many, this IDSA is not feasible and applicable. The number of Calling NN with different thresholds of error, in 400 seconds tracking is shown in figure 8 . As shown figure 8, increasing the threshold deals to decreasing the number of Calling NN, in other words, increasing the threshold means that we allow the tracking be done, with more error. As shown in this figure with threshold of near 2.5 the number of calling NN is 2, so this method is feasible and applicable. The figure 9 shows the number of participated sensors in 400 seconds with different thresholds. As mentioned previously increasing the threshold results in the decreasing accuracy of prediction. So we expect that always, the participated nodes in tracking, increase with increase of threshold, but the figure 9 shows it is wrong. As we can see, in spite of our prospect, by increasing the threshold from 2 to 2.5 the number of participated nodes are decreased. Based on this experiment, in other experiments the threshold of error is set 2.5 meters.
Experiment 3-comparison of Tracking Rate:
In this experiment, IDSA is compared with DSA and Naïve algorithms in terms of the tracking rate. Figure 10 gives the results of this experiment for networks of different sizes (different number of sensors). Figure 10 shows that in terms of the tracking rate, when the number of sensors are low, our algorithm is the worst among the compared algorithms. But by increasing number of sensors, the tracking rate of IDSA equals two other algorithms. However low tracking rate is a weakness point in comparison with other methods (when the networks are sparse) but with respect to figure 7, The number of nodes that participated in IDSA tracking are fewer than DSA. To show the cost (energy consumption) of one percent improvement in tracking rate, we use Tracking Rate Cost (TRC): Figure 11 shows that in terms of TRC, as seen in this figure, the TRC of IDSA is lower than DSA. The meaning of TRC is: the energy consumption (participated node) for increasing one percent of tracking rate. 
Experiment 4: Tracking in non-overlapping WSN
Target tracking is an interesting research area in WSN, especially if sensors have non-overlapped Field-Of-Views (FOV). Figure 12 shows the accuracy of tracking, in this figure coverage equals 0 means that the coverage of WSN is complete. Negative numbers show the coverage is incomplete, for example -0.6 shows, only 0.4 area is covered using WSN. In this experiment we scattered 250 sensors, randomly. Communication and sensing range are chosen 30 and 15 meters. The target follows random walk model, here. 
Summary of Results
In this study, we compared the performance of IDSA tracking algorithm with respect to the energy consumption, target tracking rate with DSA and Naive tracking algorithms. Comparisons were made for different number of sensors, different degrees of coverage, and different thresholds of error. From the results of this study we can conclude that:
(1) The proposed algorithm (IDSA) can compete with existing algorithms (DSA, Naive) in terms of the TRC and can outperform the existing algorithms in terms of the number of participated nodes in tracking.
(2) The advantage of our method is the power of learning and generalization of NN that it leads to capability of WSN to forecast the behavior of the Target when the network misses the target. So as mentioned in experiment 4 in non-overlapping WSN the IDSA is superior to other methods.
(3) IDSA algorithm, unlike existing algorithms, has a parameter (Threshold of error) for controlling the tradeoff between the energy consumption and the tracking rate.
III.
Conclusions In this paper, we present a method for activating sensors using intelligence computation. We predict the location of target in the next time. Then we activate the fewest number of sensors that cover the next location target. We compare, our method with DSA and Naïve methods in different terms, the results show that IDSA is superior to the other two methods.
